During language production planning, multiple candidate representations are implicitly activated prior to articulation. Lexical representations that are phonologically related to the target (phonological neighbors) are known to influence phonetic properties of the target word.
Introduction
Most theories of language production assume that during production planning, activation spreads to both the intended target and a set of phonologically similar non-target forms ("phonological neighbors," e.g., hat, sat for target cat; cf. Dell, 1986 for a feedback-based account and Roelofs, 2004 for a monitoring-based account). Despite this general agreement, an important unresolved question is which dimensions of similarity define the set of word forms that become active: what words live in the neighborhood (Goldrick, Folk, & Rapp, 2010) ? We examine this issue in a reanalysis of data from a previously published experiment investigating the effect of phonological neighbors on phonetic production (Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009 ).
We compare multiple accounts that make contrasting assumptions regarding the dimensions of similarity that define the phonological neighborhood. Our results suggest that similarity relationships among lexical representations are primarily defined over position-specific representations at the level of the phonological segment.
Background

Phonological neighbors and language production
Determining which dimensions of similarity define the lexical-phonological neighborhood has been a persistent issue for models of language production because different dimensions of structure are highly correlated. For example, phonological segments can be characterized by finer-grained phonetic features (e.g., /k/ is a voiceless velar stop), such that two words that share many segments must also share many features. Complicating the issue further, these correlated dimensions also tend to have correlated effects on processing; for example, auditory primes that share an entire segment with a target word speed word-form encoding (Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990) as do primes that share only features (but not whole segments; Roon & Gafos, 2015) .
Previous studies have demonstrated that a target word's phonological neighborhood impacts the speed with which it can be retrieved from the lexicon (Sadat, Martin, Costa, & Alario, 2014; Vitevitch, 2002) , as well as its phonetic realization: lexical-phonetic effects have been documented in simple word reading (Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009, Experiment 1; Munson & Solomon, 2004; Wright, 2004 [cf. Gahl, 2015 ), sentence reading (Scarborough, 2010) , referential communication tasks (Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009, Experiment 2; Buz, Jaeger, & Tanenhaus, 2014) and spontaneous speech (Gahl, Yao, & Johnson, 2012) . A few recent studies have explicitly examined whether certain dimensions of phonological structure have a greater influence on lexical-phonetic variation than others. Kirov and Wilson (2012) found that when two words were simultaneously presented in a referential communication task, speakers enhanced a phonetic property (voice onset time) only when their initial consonants contrasted by a single phonological feature (e.g., longer VOT for kilt in the context of guilt, but not hilt). Schertz (2013) found similar effects when speakers clarify productions misheard as a specific neighbor. This suggests that when attention is explicitly drawn to a particular neighbor, features-not segments-are the relevant dimension of similarity. Finally, Caselli, Caselli, and Goldberg (2015) found that in spontaneous speech, lexical-phonetic effects on whole word duration may be driven by the set of phonological neighbors differing from the target in the initial segment (e.g., hat, sat, for target cat), suggesting a critical role for the location of overlap between a target and its neighbors.
In the present paper, we revisit the results from a single-word reading task in which phonological neighbors were not presented to the speaker and there was no explicit communicative partner. These data allow us to examine the extent to which different dimensions of phonological structure drive implicit activation of neighbors during target processing.
Previous study: minimal pairs and voice onset time
Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) designed materials to examine the influence of minimal pair neighbors on word-initial consonant voice onset time (VOT, the interval between the release of a stop consonant and the onset of vocal fold vibration; Lisker & Abramson, 1964) . VOT is an important cue to the contrast between voiced and voiceless stops (e.g., the distinction between neighbors like cod and god). Pairwise matching was used to control for phonetic and lexical variables that could affect the realization of word-initial VOT (e.g., word frequency, phonotactic probability) such that pairs of words differed only in their "minimal pair status": for one set of words, changing the voicing of the initial consonant would result in a real English word (e.g., the word cod has a minimal pair neighbor god), but for the other set, no such neighbor existed (e.g., cog has no neighbor gog). In their Experiment 1, these two sets of target words were embedded in a list composed primarily of filler items, and participants were presented with one word at a time and asked to say it aloud. Importantly, the voiced counterparts to the minimal pair words were not presented (i.e., participants named cod but were never exposed to god), reducing the probability that speakers were aware of the minimal pair manipulation. Nonetheless, minimal pair words were produced with significantly longer VOT than non-minimal pair words, suggesting that the implicit activation of the minimal pair neighbor during planning affected the phonetic realization of the target words.
Current study: exploring the relevant phonological dimensions
While the two sets of words in Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) were selected to minimize the influence of nuisance variables, the more general phonological neighborhoods of the target words were not controlled. Consequently, the minimal pair words in the study tended to reside in structurally different neighborhoods from the words without minimal pairs. Here we investigate two phonological dimensions that were not considered in the original analysis: the total number of neighbors that differ from each target by the standard one-segment edit distance metric (Landuaer & Streeter, 1973; "total density") , and the number of neighbors that differ by a one segment substitution in each location in the word ("position-specific density"). For example, the minimal pair word cod has a total of 27 neighbors; eight of these neighbors are formed by a substitution of the initial consonant ("VC neighbors", e.g., sod), six by a substitution of the vowel ("CC neighbors", e.g., kid), and eight by a substitution of the final consonant ("CV neighbors", e.g., cop)
1 . As shown in Table 1 , the Baese-Berk and Goldrick stimuli differ not only in minimal pair status but also in each of these other neighborhood metrics.
[Insert Table 1 about here.]
In Analysis 1, we ask whether the minimal pair effect was driven by differences in overall neighborhood size. Because the minimal pair relationship under investigation in the original study concerned the voicing of the initial consonant, this analysis pits global neighborhood structure against featural contrast: is the VOT effect more closely tied to the total number of phonologically related words in the lexicon, or to the existence of a single word contrasting along a specific phonological dimension?
Analysis 2 is motivated by recent findings underscoring the importance of the location of overlap between a target and its neighbors (Caselli et al., 2015) . Here, we ask whether a position-specific definition of the phonological neighborhood is a significant predictor of VOT, and if so, how the predictive power of a segment-based, position-specific metric stacks up against both minimal pair status and total density 2 . 1 The position-specific analyses here include only substitution neighbors. Analyses that included addition and deletion neighbors returned qualitatively similar results. 2 Contrary to Caselli et al. (2015) , the present analyses do not distinguish between monomorphemic and morphologically complex neighbors. They also do not consider the role of neighbor orthographic similarity, which, as a reviewer points out, is an additional factor that could be at play.
The outcome of these two analyses is directly related to the weighting of similarity dimensions in the mental lexicon. If minimal pair status is the best predictor of VOT, then the featural level of representation must have a privileged role during speech planning and articulation, even in an "offline" context. In contrast, if total density-based on a one-segment edit distance-is the best predictor, this would suggest that all segmental relationships to the target word are weighted approximately equally. Finally, if one of the position-specific density metrics best predicts VOT, this would suggest that the set of words that are most relevant at the moment of articulation is defined by phonemic overlap with the target in a specific location in the word.
Analysis 1: the one-segment edit distance vs. the phonological feature
The data set analyzed here is the same one analyzed in Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009).
The reader is referred to that paper for further methodological details. To compare the predictive power of minimal pair status versus total neighborhood density, we used linear mixed-effects regression (lme4 package version 1.1-7; Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) in R (version 3.1.3; R Core Team, 2015) to model log-transformed VOT while controlling for other variables known to affect VOT. All continuous predictors were centered and scaled, and log-transformed where appropriate. We began with a model that included only random intercepts by participant (n = 22) and by word (n = 94). We then added predictors in a stepwise fashion, retaining only those that significantly improved model log likelihood: initial consonant identity (/p/ vs. /t/ vs. /k/; cf. Lisker & Abramson, 1964) , then repetition number (first vs. second vs. third 3 ; cf. Fowler & Housum, 1987) , and finally vowel height (high vs. low; cf. Klatt, 1975) , all dummy coded.
Likelihood ratio comparisons (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) confirmed that each of these predictors was significant with all other predictors in the model. Adding mean segmental probability, mean biphone probability, initial biphone probability, or word frequency did not significantly improve the model 4 .
Next, we added minimal pair status (contrast coded) to the control model, verifying that it was a significant predictor when all other variables were taken into account, and when random by-participant slopes for the effect of minimal pair status were also included (Barr et al., 2013) 5 .
As expected, minimal pair words had significantly longer VOT than non-minimal pair words (β = 0.049, t = 2.85, χ 2 (1) = 8.06, p < .01). Similarly, total neighborhood density was a significant predictor of VOT when added to the control model (β = 0.003, t = 2.90, χ 2 (1) = 8.27, p < .01).
Next, we used pairwise model comparisons to determine whether either predictor could account for any variance that the other could not. We added both minimal pair status and total density to the control model, including random by-participant slopes for both predictors. We then compared this model to one that included only total density, and to one that included only minimal pair status. Both of these comparisons were marginally significant; when added on top of minimal pair status, total neighborhood density marginally improves model log likelihood (β = 0.002, t = 1.89, χ 2 (1) = 3.66, p = .06), and the reverse is also true (β = 0.034, t = 1.80, χ 2 (1) = 3.33, p = .07). 4 A reviewer asks whether the VOT effect could be attributed to changes in overall speech rate. An earlier set of analyses found that the VOT effect remains significant when the rime duration of each word is included as a covariate (Fricke, 2013) . 5 All results reported here included by-participant slopes for the critical predictors, but we note that the same results obtained whether these were included or not.
This result suggests two possible interpretations. First, given the marginal improvement contributed by total density over minimal pair status and vice versa, it is possible that both global neighborhood structure and featural contrast contribute to the VOT effect observed in BaeseBerk and Goldrick (2009). However, a second possibility is that total density and minimal pair status each capture some aspect of a third, correlated variable; in Analysis 2 we ask how these predictors fare when compared with a density metric that takes into account the position of contrast.
Analysis 2: position-specific segment substitution
Analysis 2 followed the same logic, and included the same control variables, as Analysis 1. We first tested the significance of three position-specific density metrics: the number of neighbors created by substituting the initial, medial, vs. final segments of the target word 6 . Only the number of neighbors differing in the initial segment ("VC neighbors") significantly improved model log likelihood; words with many vs. few such neighbors were produced with significantly longer VOTs (Figure 1 ; β = 0.008, t = 3.76, χ 2 (1) = 13.4, p < .001). The other two metrics were not significant (χs 2 (1) < 1.3, ps > .25) 7 .
We then used pairwise model comparisons to determine whether the number of VC neighbors contributed additional predictive power over either of the two significant neighborhood metrics from Analysis 1. When the VC neighbors metric is added to a model that includes minimal pair status, model log likelihood increases significantly (β = 0.007, t = 2.79, χ 2 (1) = 7.80, p < .01), but the reverse is not true (β = 0.023, t = 1.21, χ 2 (1) = 1.50, p = .22). 6 Most words (66 of 94) had a single consonant in final position. Qualitatively similar results were observed when restricting analysis to this subset. 7 As a reviewer points out, the greater range of VC neighbors in this data set may have played a role here. Future research should explicitly investigate this question. Table   2 provides the final fitted model.
[Insert Figure 1 and Table 2 about here.]
Discussion
Which dimensions of phonological similarity define the set of neighbors that contribute to lexical-phonetic variation? The answer from the present data is that a position-specific, segment-based metric provides the best definition. The next sections briefly consider the ways in which this result relates to previous findings in phonological processing, and the questions it raises for models of language production.
The special status of the phonological segment
By comparing minimal pair words with non-minimal pair words, the design of the study in Baese-Berk and Goldrick (2009) implicitly assumed that the phonological feature constituted a privileged determinant of the phonological neighborhood. The present reanalysis demonstrates, however, that a segmentally based definition was better able to account for the observed effects.
This is consistent with previous work suggesting a role for abstract, segmental representations in speech production (Goldrick & Rapp, 2007; Oppenheim & Dell, 2008; Roelofs, 1999; Reilly and Blumstein, 2014) . However, such results do not discount the importance of featural representations during the production planning process more generally; rather, they suggest that such representations do not strongly constrain activation during retrieval of phonological structure from the lexicon. Furthermore, as discussed in the introduction, it is likely that featural relationships between words do play a role in listener-oriented modifications to speech (Kirov and Wilson, 2012; Schertz, 2013 ; see also Buz et al., 2014) .
Position-specific overlap
Because word-initial position and the location of the dependent variable were confounded in this dataset, the present results cannot speak to the relative importance of these factors. As noted above, however, Caselli et al. (2015) found that lexical-phonetic effects on whole-word duration were also influenced by the number of neighbors differing in the initial consonant:
Caselli et al. found shortening of overall word duration (as did Gahl et al., 2012 , in the same corpus), whereas here, we find lengthening of initial consonant duration. An important question for future research concerns the direction of these durational effects. One possible source of divergence is the word position affected: some positions (e.g., onset) may show lengthening, while others may show shortening (Goldrick, Vaughn, & Murphy, 2013) . Future studies should decouple the issue of position-specific overlap from the dependent variable under investigation.
Studies in other empirical domains have also suggested position of overlap is a critical determinant of neighborhood structure (but see Reilly & Blumstein, 2014) . Goldrick et al. (2010) found that whole-word substitution errors arising within lexical access were sensitive to positionspecific overlap, particularly in the initial position. Zamuner (2009) found a disproportionate number of words sharing vowel and coda in children's vocabularies (relative to adult vocabularies), suggesting that overlap in these positions facilitates word learning.
Mechanisms underlying lexical effects on phonetic production
A longstanding debate in language production research concerns the mechanisms that relate lexical variables, such as word frequency and neighborhood density, to a word's articulatory realization. Our results can be accommodated by a number of theoretical frameworks that reference properties of both language production and perception (Aylett & Turk, 2004 , 2006 Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009; Lindblom, 1990; Pierrehumbert, 2002) . The present findings place critical constraints on these theories. During single-word production, without an interlocutor present, featural contrast between minimal pair words in the lexicon does not give rise to phonetic enhancement along the corresponding dimension of contrast. Rather, it is relationships at the segmental level that give rise to lexically driven phonetic effects in this
context. Whether such effects should be attributed to production-internal or perception-oriented mechanisms is a question for future research.
Conclusion
Whereas previous studies of lexical-phonetic effects in language production have typically assumed equal influence from all words differing from the target according to a onesegment edit distance, the present analyses demonstrate that some aspects of phonological structure are weighted more heavily than others during language production. The fact that not all neighbors are created equal necessitates a reconsideration of the ways in which non-target lexical items affect the production process. Importantly, this opens the door to new research questions within all models of language production. While the mechanisms that relate lexical activation to phonetic variation remain to be explored, our findings serve to constrain possible directions this exploration may take. 
